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Résumé : Les modifications intervenues dans la société roumaine après 1990 ont
laissé des traces évidentes sur tous les aspects socio-économiques; cet article
présente les principales changements sur l’utilisation du terrain et leur effects sur
l’environnement. Le retour à la propriété privé à la suite des mesures legislatives Loi 18/1991 et Loi 169/1977 – a boulversé tout le système d’exploitation du terrain,
conduisant à un fort pullulemnt des parcelles agricoles. Le but de cet article est
d’analyser les effects des mesures legislatives sur l’utilisation du terrain dans la
region du nord-est de la Roumanie à l’aide de la Télédétéction et des techniques GIS
mais aussi de souligner les difficultes rencontrées au fil du démarche de recherche.
On a utilisé des images Landsat et Spot à coté des cartes topographiques et
l’observation directe du terrain. Les changements identifiées peuvent etre
reversibles (le passage de l’arable au paturage) ou definitive(le passage de l’arable
au construction), dans le dernier cas l’effect sur l’environnement etant plus fort. On
a constaté aussi des forts changements structuraux comme la fragmentation des
parcelles d’exploitation, la densite croissante de l’espace bati dans les villes , la
reduction des surfaces forestières etc.

1. Background and Objectives
The profound modifications that have occurred in the Romanian society,
beginning with the change in the political regime from 1989 and continuing with
the transition period that lasted till Romania's integration in the EU structures, have
been reflected in all the aspects of the socio-economical life, motivating us to study
the modification occurred in the landcover and their impact on the environmental
conditions.
We have proposed to analyze the effects of the legislative measures
application on the land use from the eastern part of Romania, by using Remote
Sensing and GIS techniques, as well as to evidence the methodological deficiencies
met during our research.
Thus, the change of the property regime as a consequence of the 18/1991
Law modified by the 169/1997 Law have determined the replacement of the
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collective exploitation of the CAP ("Agricultural Production Cooperation") and
IAS ("State Agricultural Enterprise") type, with family exploitations on small
dimensioned parcels and the transition from a planned use to a free one, almost
lacking rules for a good period of time. As you could see in the pictures above, the
application of these laws determined the atomisation of agriculture propriety, over
40 million of crop yields have emerged as consequences, and approximately 5
million new owners .

Fig. 1 - Study area-Moldova

Fig. 2 - Medium area cultivated per
family in Romania in 2002

Often, crop yields size were disproportionate, being 1km long and few
meters wide, making almost impossible the appropriate agrotechnical labours.
Crop yields orientation are often alongside the flows directions, determining
increased soil erosion. Our study area is characterized by great population density
reflected in small size crop yields. Our objective is to analyze the possible effects
of these late land cover changes upon the environmental and socio-economic
factors.
2. Materials and Methods
As materials we have used Landsat (MSS, TM, ETM+) and Spot satellite
images and we have completed the information with topographic maps and field
surveys. Being part of the Corine Landcover 2000- Romania working team, we
have interpreted in collaboration with I.N.C.D.D. Tulcea the entire coverage of our
country. Therefore, we have adopted al the 44 classes of the Corine Landcover
project and the methodology addendum for identification, delimitation, separation
and agglutination of land cover polygons. The minimum size of the polygon is
considered 25 ha and for the changes between 1990 and 2000 is 5 ha. the results of
the analysis is validated for this level of detail.
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Analising the spatial correlation between slope classes and land cover
changes shows the area that could be profoundly affected by these late changes.
For that we have combined vector and raster layers and studied the resulted
histograms obtaining new graphics.
The industrial crisis in transitional Romania and the changes occurred in
propriety regime determined great migratory fluxes from urban areas toward the
rural areas, so called ”retur rural”.
The nearby map shows that Moldova region is one of regions most
characteristic for this phenomena, having the highest medium value of numbers of
persons/10 ha. These facts determined an arable land “crisis “ for some families
that decided to transform the pastures surfaces they owned into arable lands. Often
these new arable lands are situated on plane surfaces without important effects over
the soil erosion.
A important percent of the new arable lands are occupying areas
characterized by slope values of 5-7,7-10,10-15(degrees). Combining these values
with the dominant type of culture in the area (corn) and the orientation of the crop
yields, we can conclude that these changes have an major impact ,determining an
increase in soil erosion.
Analyzing the distribution of deforested and reforested areas on various
classes of slope , we have observed that In Moldova region there is a domination of
reforestation area over the deforested one. The plane surfaces are dominated by
broad-leaved forest, the high slope surfaces are the dominated by the coniferous
and mixed forests. Market characteristics determine the preferential exploitation of
the coniferous species from the pure and mixed forests. The largest deforested
surfaces are situated between 7- 25 degree and the impact of these actions upon the
soil erosion is major, although compensated by reforestation due to natural
factors(healthy ecosystems) or administrative factors(reforestation policy).
The deforested areas from the coniferous forests are small comparing to
overall surfaces but, as we can see the coniferous deforested area is bigger than the
reforested one, correlating these with the overall reforestation, resulting in a slight
forest transformation towards broad-leaved domination.
If we study the deforestation/reforestation inside administrative limits
things looks good, but if we extend the study by watershed will see that the
deforested areas from Transilvania had increased the flooding risk in lower basins.
In some areas the changes were in the opposite direction , showing a
transformation from the arable lands towards the pastures. These changes occurred
mostly in the areas with aged or less population in Moldova, but the phenomena is
characteristic for southern Transilvania.
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Coniferous deforestation from total coniferous forests area in Moldova region
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Fig. 6 – Coniferous deforestation from total area in
Moldova region
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Fig. 7- Deforestation outside the
administrative limits but inside natural limits
af the watersheds

Fig. 8 - Landsat image 1990
Fig. 9 -Landsat image 2000
Pasture changes into arable land
Pastures transformed in arable lands correlated with slope classes
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Fig. 10 - Pastures area transformed in arable land
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Fig. 11- Agriculture stress (nr. Of persons Fig. 12 - Distribution of changes
working in agriculute/10 ha)
from pasture in arable land and
vice-versa
Structural changes
Except the changing of some land use categories of some areas, we have
also identified changes of a structural character, such as the fragmentation of the
arable land parcels, the increase in the density of the constructed space in towns,
the rarefaction of forests etc.

Landsat image1987

Landsat image2000
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Landsat image1987

Landsat image2000

Most of the arable lands kept their original use but the exploited minimum
surface has decreased dramatically until the shape of the crop yields has become
linear and the disposition of these downhill has determined the disappearance of
former agro-terraces created to reduce soli erosion.
There fore as we can see in these bottom images, the changes occurred in
exploitation methods had a major effect upon the soil cover and other natural
components, the lake surface had decreased by 50% due to the materials
transported downhill.
The effects of these type of changes can be positive for preventing the soil
erosion but also can determine an increase of weeds seeds quantity.
Conclusions
Results show that although the changes are frequent in Romania and their
environmental impact is significant, the identification and quantification is difficult
due to the magnitude, dispersion and reversibility of changes.
The changes produced between the land use categories identified by us
have either a temporary character, being reversible
(arable land to pastures), or a permanent one (arable land to urban or
roads), in this case the impact on the environment being different.
Methodologically, the surfaces affected by changes are of small
dimensions, sometimes smaller than the satellite images resolution allows us to see,
thus making impossible the quantification of their proportion from the total surface.
Also, the territorial dispersion and the multitude of neighbor types harden the
identification and validation of the changes.
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